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Keep walking, keep working



The River 

             of Love



Life has been spending itself, like a currency..
this in exchange for that, a clearly marked 
trajectory, even if not in reality (the non-
subjective, non-objective one)...

safety is one grand feature, a lot of life is 
spent to gain safety...dams are built, flow is 
controlled...

and one day the river sang...it was a day that 
she sang loudly, solely so i could hear and then 
maybe listen...i heard and worked it out to one 
word ‘Parikrama’... some day, one day i will go 
and ‘do’ parikrama...when there is nothing else...

thankfully the cord had been connected, with 
the first sound of the river, and it quivered with 
a life it’s own, beyond logic, beyond control, 
beyond time and it’s dictats...

i was bound in a contract, that i couldn’t 
withdraw from...a contract that could allow me 
to be free, but for that i had to see my bondages 
first...the river would show them...all decency 
is thrown to the winds and with it the first 
shackles...



she is playing with me and i am with her, rather she 
is allowing me to be part of her life, a lot of which is 
understood and made sense of through games. 

Relationships, ideas, processes, the world and 
everything that is in the realm of the physical world 
and human concepts. What gazes through effortlessly 
and brims with life is the unbound. 

She runs with abandon every time, laughing, bringing 
life to life itself. She runs and she falls, ‘oh, why do 
you always run looking back, it will make you fall’... 
she has heard this many times, simple caution,  ‘don’t 
run while looking backwards  (to see who is coming) 
or else you will fall... i come into the game pretending to have 

had a fall, i try to turn the story into a lesson 
(smart me, how else to teach a three year 
old)...”i was running looking backwards and 
had a fall and hurt myself ”... she hasn’t taken 
a role yet, i don’t know if she comes in as 
a parent, a doctor or herself, for her these 
roles are names that merge into one, they 
mean nothing, unless in a game...i imagine 
she will say “oh, you should not run looking 
backwards, it leads to a fall”, isn’t that the 
‘right’ thing to say...

i am smiling at my smartness when i hear her 
say, “ wait, i will go and remove that stone you 
tripped on”... my head is reeling with light and 
my eyes are brimming with tears...she runs 
and picks up imaginary stones, all of them, 
from my pretend running path...”see, i have 
cleared the stones, now you go run all you 
want”...



i am left in an empty space, all expectations and 
definitions have momentarily dropped...

there is one word that resonates, Parikrama

the river starts as a trickle, nah, it cannot be 
called a river, it is that, a trickle of water from 
the heart of the earth, as she flows, she sings, 
she flows and soon the trickle widens, all 
merges with her and gains her...she sings with 
abandon, she flows in freedom and soon itself 
merges in the ocean and gains the ocean...

the more we gain, the more we loose
the more we loose, the more we gain

the mystery of life...
hmmm, maybe it is not a mystery but a common sense 
of the heart, which we have replaced with logic...who 
knows

for ages, people have gone on this journey, a very 
personal, a very collective pilgrimage, a journey done 
on foot, or in a vehicle, a bullock cart, a horse, a cycle, 
a train, a bus...acombination of this mode and that...

someone once asked me, so where do you reach after 
all that walking, what is it , about 3000 kms.? 

Nowhere, i circle back to the point where i begin, no, i 
reach nowhere...

when i had said that, i had laughed, it sounded stupid...i 
hadn’t yet known that when i reach neither will i be the 
same, nor the river...i reach nowhere because i am not the 
same i that started the Parikrama...i see this when having 
walked for about three months, i find myself standing on 
the opposite bank, the beautiful and majestic maheshwar 
ghat and fort, the completion point of my journey, so 

within reach, like if i extend myself i will touch it...yet, it 
is not, i will reach there maybe  in another two months, 
and i don’t know who i will be then, not this person who 
is standing at the opposite ghat, not this river...there are 
hills and forests to walk yet, there are fears to face, not to 
speak of the elements...

the more i walk, the more all sense of certainty is lost

for now, the Parikrama is on 

but well, who knows



I am afraid, my imagination fuelled vigorously by my mind and 
memories...isn’t this a journey of faith...more thoughts, posed in 
contrast, absolute opposites...both opposites feel true, held within 
the same space they start gravitating towards each other, all the 
opposites...soon they will meet each other...meet each other they do 
seeing their reflection in the other they start to disintegrate...

i am not used to this silence, this stillness, my mind tries desperately 
to grasp at some thought, any thought, maybe even fear, anything but 
this silence, it feels like my mind will implode...

soon i find myself sitting at the banks, the wind rustles and i feel it’s 
touch, it’s presence without a perception, there is only wind...the 
flowing river comes into the view and sounds start to knock, the knock 
is heard not just by the ears...it’s not heard by me, it’s like the sound is 
hearing me, what, how is that supposed to feel...like nothing...confusion 
peeks in and i sense ripples...



we are playing a game, i keep the food in my spread out palm, it’s peanuts i think, roasted peanuts...it’s our regular food time game, i have to look at the peanuts 
and say, ‘peanuts, you stay here, i will eat you in a bit’...at this point in the game, i look to the tv and she tiptoes towards me...she takes the peanuts and runs two-
three steps away...i pretend surprise at my now empty hand, ‘oh, a birdie took the peanuts, i lament’...i ask her if she saw anything and she shakes her head from 
side to side, her mouth full of peanuts (they are only three or so, but her mouth is so small)...

when this happens a second time, she looks at me with concern and says, ‘you know this is a game, we are playing right, i have taken all the peanuts...’ i gaze at 
her with my mouth open, at the simplicity of it all, the opposites gravitate...’what makes you so beautiful’ i whisper, not expecting a response...i hear her whisper 
back ‘it’s the colours’

a rainbow comes into the view, the wind touches my face...the river sings and i am lost to all world...

where does the Parikrama begin, where does it complete...

what is this Parikrama...



“it’s important to put a mark on your forehead, i see it’s bare”

 “no, it is not, there are many thoughts, i would wish it was bare 
but then the wish will be my  mark”

“whatever, are you on the Parikrama, or not”

 “i think i am”

“well, you are doing everything wrong”

 “oh, i didn’t know the rules, i was following the call of the river”

“do you atleast have a picture”

 “a picture of what”

“the river goddess”

 “why would i need a finite human representation of something 
formless and infinite, more so  the river is right in front of me”

“you don’t understand anything, you are doing everything wrong, it’s all 
wrong”
“you started your journey walking towards the head, you are not walk-
ing towards the feet”

“all wrong, all wrong”



infinte, formless, ideas of finity, the 
epitome that is human form, all 
make appearances in my mind...i 
am enraged, incredulous, i want to 
put this to rest once and for all...
but then the river whispers, “you 
are caught in this idea too, you are 
right and the other is wrong...drop 
the ‘right’, drop the ‘wrong’...don’t 
make anyone’s ideas into your 
mirror, your mirror is your heart...” 

walk on, she says, walk on



i cannot walk, i am tired, i am crushed, tired of my mind, tired of my body, how then does my heart urge me to go on...  
a glowing shell reflecting the beauty of the entire universe...  

i hold it in my hand, i will walk, in sometime, for now let me drink in some of this nectar...

“don’t you have parents (read father) or brothers at home, do you have a home”
 “everyone has parents, do you think i dropped from the heavens, ofcourse i have parents and i am tired of listening to this from street to street”

“why are walking alone then, what is wrong”
 “what is wrong with you, i walk with the spirit of the river”, match that

“that is fine, a good thought, the river is always there, but what you are doing is not right, it’s wrong”

how can anyone’s freedom be such a threat to everyone, this is not about me walking...  
this is about a woman walking alone, a threat to all order, a threat to all structures in the society...  

her freedom can spark more freedoms, where will everything be then... 
it’s the foundation of all structural understanding, a foundation that extends itself to an understanding of the world and it’s order...

my mind has found a reason, the confusion is ordered and i feel better...aren’t we all the same...
this or that...aren’t we all the same and i hear the river laugh, a beautiful gurgle of the flowing water...

i am lost in that laugh, how does my heart feel so found then

“you are very courageous”
“no, i feel so much fear at times”

“don’t you worry, don’t listen to anyone, walk your path, you will be protected, find your path”
“you are different, it’s fine though, everyone’s different”

“wow, you are walking alone, i wish you could meet my daughters, they would know it’s okay to walk alone”
“tell me if you need anything, anything for your journey, i would love to support you on your Parikrama”

“the river walks alone too, just like you, don’t let anyone tell you different, she is your guide and your heart your compass”
“walk fearless, she will protect you always, walk as you walk, her love will be with you every step”

no words came forth, i couldn’t even say ‘thank you’, it felt so small...i felt so small, yet so big...i wanted to stay and i wanted to walk... 
when i found myself alone, the beauty of it all found my heart, i dipped in the flow, my tears merging with water



How does love look when there is no external expression to it or an object or form attached to it...

how does love feel when it is so...bereft of all expectations, even a hint...

how does love spell when there is no definition to it

what is love when there is no boundary of a relationship to curtail it...  
friend, lover, mother, brother, sister, father, wife, son, husband, daughter... 

when love is not a tool of control and order or manipulation in the slightest bit...

it is the same as fear stripped bare...
it is the same as anger stripped to its core...

it is the same as pain, as happiness, sadness...

why do we have so many expressions then...

so that we may see...when a flower blooms, when a bee graces her, when a butterfly takes its first flight and a bird emerges from her egg... 
when the most invisible, apparent only through the lens of time becomes visible... 

becomes light, so that we may see...



i am sitting on a rock with nothing but the sight 
of the river and the sound of water, currents 
within currents... rushed, slow, forceful, gentle...
the sound of flow... flow of life, flow of time, flow 
of the blood in the veins of a living being... flow... 
flow of the universe...

there is a lot to see and hear, composite sounds of 
the river... there’s the other bank, the fishermen 
with their small boats casting nets, there are 
innumerable birds, kingfishers, cranes, storks, 
hornbills, parakeets and very many whose name 
i have never learnt... there are insects, damselflies 
and butterflies, like angels gliding on the breeze... 
the sun is casting it’s golden rays in gentlest of the 
warmth, for this is the hour of dusk... the sky is 
blue, shades of blue, the moon is appearing and 
the sun has dyed the sky vermilion bringing out 
the blue, the purple...



towards my right i see the river meandering into the sky and sunset, 
towards my left, far off i see pyres burning along the river bank...

all opposites have started to float towards one another, pulled towards 
a unity, an uncomprehensive unity...unity, where all opposing drops, 
where the other is not...

everything is merging in, not in a point, not in a drop, in something 
vast, expanding...



suddenly, i sense a vibration, separate, standing out...what is it, what 
could it be... i start looking... it is not the sounds, of the birds, or the 
fishermen, or the insects, or fishes... it’s gaining intensity and i try to 
trace the source of it... i follow it’s footprints, it is easy for the are distinct 
and ‘separate’... it leads me towards ‘me’... and i see all the thoughts that 
i am binding to... i see what i consider as ‘me’... it becomes a noise that i 
am unable to relate to... and soon they disappear... i cannot even wonder 
about their disappearment, for suddenly there is no ‘me’... 

i come back, and realize it is dark, as i look around i see right next to 
me on the rock is a snake sitting same as me, gazing into eternity with 
it’s hood up... the heart jumps, involuntarily, even before the mind has 
registered anything...in one smooth connected motion, the snake jumps 
into the rocky outcroppings...

i am back to ‘me’, a separate entity... and walk towards the nightly abobe 
that is going to house this body...



Are you ready to drown...i don’t know

can you float endlessly in this ocean that is infinte, nothing to hold the 
sight, an emptiness to gaze, no breaks in the vision of water, no control 
to exert, no landmarks, no sense of direction...

maybe drowning makes more sense, can i reconsider that

hmmm...okay, first tell me though isn’t floating better than drowning...

doesn’t feel so...

how...elaborate, can you

in drowning it feels i become part of the ocean and then there is no 
waiting, no time, no i and the resultant feelings...floating feels painful, an 
endless wait, from where i stand...

what would you wait for? Land?

No, that would be worse i think...wait to drown, i think

can’t you enjoy the floating, if you are okay with drowning...is it so bad, 
maybe you would feel one with your vision of water after whenever...
eons or a moment, or both...are the choices really so different...don’t 
think, just don’t think...



She doesn’t understand labels, 
not all of them, she knows ‘sleep’, 
she knows ‘awake’ but she doesn’t 
know ‘dream’...she sees the world 
with an open eye, with no prior 
associations, no framework. 
Nothing carries anything else in 
her world, it is what it is, the most 
simple component that can be...

language fails me when i talk to 
her, her wide open trusting eyes 
tell me she wants to understand, 
to know...but do i know, do 
i remember the first time i 
connected with the word the 
feelings and sensations...has that 
led to a complete understanding 
or have i never really understood...
have i fallen into the stupor of 
knowing and labeling or wording...
do i know the unbound, undefined, 
interconnected and precise sense 
that became the word...everytime i 
use the word am i able to touch that 
core...

what is a dream anyway, or what is 
reality...



i am flying high up in the sky, the river meanders its path somewhere on earth, as i look down the window of the plane, i am surprised to see that i can 
see...am i not so high, or is the river so mighty...maye both, maybe none...

i am floating out of the boundaries, is it the river i see, she is flowing, through hills, jungles, all alone, but she doesn’t seem alone, she seems like she be-
longs, like she belongs to herself, like there is nothing in and out for her, nothing in and out of her...everything is...everything is...
am i touching the seams of earth, the river is still as clear, as the earth i am looking down upon...she is all rivers, she is the flow of life...



suddenly all the known aspects come crumbling down 
, i am lifted into this infinity which i have to fit into the 
limitedness of my body, my context, my life...

what is a parikrama anyway...a walk? a walk of how many 
kms., wait let me break it down into constituents...i will 
walk so much everyday okay, i can, minimum this much 
atleast...ummm...okay, there, i think i can do this in three 
to four months...

what is it anyway, we have to just walk



his confused eyes look at me, a healthy active person whose stamina 
seems to be failing him...rather failing him too soon...we have just 
started walking, it’s been three days and per se we have not walked a 
lot...we walk half a day with breaks (as and when tea or breakfast is 
offered), taking  half to rest and recuperate...i am equally confused...
he runs 10 kms everyday without breaking a sweat, that too in a city, he 
plays football every week and barely feels it at the end of the day...

what is this big unknown we have hurled ourselves into, it is that which 
is sapping us out, not the unknown but not knowing, not knowing 
where and how we will end up, when will be get food, what food 
would it be, where will we get to rest ourselves in the night...is there 
a destination to this journey, how long before we ‘reach’...where is the 
familiar, as it leaves on the outside, it leaves on the inside too...the 
familiar is my strength, with it my strength leaves...will i find it, and in 
what form will it be then...will i atleast recognize when i find it...

who is this i anyways...what is this ‘i’ dear god, what is this i, can you 
please tell me...

the river flows in layers, currents that go in circles, currents that take 
a wide curve and turn back, currents that flow against the current...
all seemingly seamlessly become the river...i step gingerly ino the flow, 
not knowing forward from backward, circles from linears. The currents 
graze the skin in cool patterns 

dip in the yamuna seven times, once in the ganga, with narmada the 
remembrance becomes the sacred dip...




